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“To me the greatest pleasure of writing is not
what it's about, but the music the words make.”
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Every Wednesday night for the past 12 weeks, a group of women
at the Larimer County Detention Center spent an hour and a half of
their time participating in a writing workshop facilitated by Tobi
Jacobi, Cheyenne Moore, Stephanie Train and Summer Whisman.
This semester, the SpeakOut! Journal also includes writing from a
newly-forged men’s group at the LCDC, facilitated by Vince
Darcangelo and Gus Mircos.  Adding to this diverse chorus are two
youth writing groups from Turning Point’s Boy’s House and Girl’s
House, facilitated by Kir Jordan and Kayla Parry.  Throughout the
semester, creative energy pushed through the fingertips of these
prolific writers and onto the page.  Male, female, youth and adult,
each writer brings a unique style, voice and passion to the works
within.

All four groups explored a variety of creative writing forms: fiction,
non-fiction, poetry.  This is a collection of their works–a unified
voice that reaches out into the future and tells us all that perhaps,
through the power of creative writing,  this is their journey to
freedom.

Thanks to Dianne Bacorn, the Larimer County Detention Center and
the CSU Center for Community Literacy for providing staff and
material support.  Thanks to the Turning Point Center for Youth and
Family Development.  We would also like to thank the Gannett
Foundation for their grant support.  We give special thanks to our
guest facilitator for the LCDC Women’s Group this session, Trai
Cartwright.  We would also like to thank AlphaGraphics of Fort
Collins for support.  AlphaGraphics is committed to providing
quality, environmentally friendly printing solutions to improve
communication within the community and around the world.

Cover Art / Photograph (and thanks to) : keri gregg
(kerigregg.com)



Journey to Freedom: An Introduction

This fall we have journeyed all over the world through writing—from
Colorado to Israel to Japan.  We’ve experimented with forms ranging from
the tanka to found poetry to free verse.  We’ve written secrets and firsts and
what we believe.  We’ve been playful with collaborative “exquisite corpse”
narratives and serious with short essays and poems about the labels we
embrace and reject. We’ve listed and brainstormed and mapped our way
across eleven weeks of writing.  It has been rewarding and challenging and
not always easy.  There have been moments of dissent, tears, and silence.
There have been cries of support and knowing smiles.  Empowering voices
and laughter.  Perplexity.  Recognition.  This SpeakOut! has been powerful;
this issue of the journal will help you experience some of our journey.

Between September and December 2009, over 75 writers participated in
one of four weekly workshops at the Larimer County Detention Center and
Turning Point Center for Youth and Family Development.  We met to write
and share poetry, short stories, and other pieces of writing inspired by our
lives, each other, and examples of published work by writers such as Marge
Piercy, Lucille Clifton, Joy Harjo, Naomi Shihab Nye, and Sandra Cisneros.
We wrote on topics such as the women’s self-image, visual representations,
music, beginnings, and scars.  Each session opened with writers reading their
work and closed with the exchange of writing as writers selected the pieces
they wanted more feedback on.  In between, we listened, we responded,
and we pushed ourselves to take in stories that would transform who we are.

As the writings and artwork included in this issue attest, the Speak Out!
writing workshops allow writers to explore who and where they are in their
lives through creative expression.  The primary philosophy of this program is
that every person has a story to tell; each has words that are valuable and
necessary.  We encourage each writer to tell her own story and represent his
own experiences on paper.  This work takes the form of individual and
collaborative writings.  The SpeakOut! writing workshops focus on enacting
change through writing experiences and the circulation of this journal along
Colorado’s northern front range.  This journal issue also marks an important
expansion for the SpeakOut! program as we celebrate the work of writers
from four different workshop sites.

This collection of writing reveals that we are a hopeful, motivated, reflective,
and active group of writers.  Many moments in these workshops were
boisterous and energized; others were quiet as we allowed one writer’s
words to captivate us.  It is important to us that our words now move into new
communities to help others understand who we are, the challenges we face,
and the issues we are committed to.  This book is dedicated to the writers at
LCDC and Turning Point and to women and men across our globe who
struggle against oppression, poverty, abuse, and gender discrimination by
writing and publishing their stories.



(Guilt is a burden!)
It takes you nowhere,

It eats at the soul!

-Sabrina L..

Nebulous: The Muse

Mr. Sky’s gloomy cloud, are you seeping through my window sill?
Slithering slowly over to climb into bed with me?
I’ll make room if you’ll tell me how you paint dreams in your kingdom.
Crayola crayon colors or through Ansel’s lens?
Brown sugar coated for my sweet-toothed teddy bear?

Will apples, coffee and chocolate cake appease your rumbling tummy?
If I pour out some alphabet soup, would you translate?
If swallowed, will they laugh and dance into perfect prose?

Were you side by side to show Mr. Carroll the jabberwocky?
Or to walk with Frost along the one less traveled?
Did you measure T.S. Eliot’s afternoons with coffee spoons,
or laugh when Chekhov’s cat ate cucumbers?
Was it you who taught Longfellow to say “Welcome friend” to life’s
    challenges
And give Walt Whitman his barbaric yawp?

I’m not content to have simply visited this world
I want to be the bride married to curiosity
My poem’s pucker could surely wake sleeping beauty from her coma
But till then, a little French vanilla kiss goodnight
Let’s dream and wake to wearing new costumes.

 - Angie M.

I  stay  in  the  moment
 eternally

- Chris G.



Little Homies

Hey little homie, listen to what I say not what I do
I know you got heart, that you wanna prove
Your boys will understand your changes, if they’re a real crew
I been there done that, witnessed murder and crack
Flooding my block and had my best friend stab me in the back
I was a misfit on a mission just jackin’ sacks
I quit trusting cuz everybody’s gotta watch their own back
And gang life brings nothing but misery and strife
I know you a cool cat but you ain’t got nine lives
I went from crimes, nine, and cocaine lines
To rap and rhythm and rhymes
So where’s the love, spread that instead of drugs
Just think about the consequences of being a thug
You know Tupac, Pimp C, and Tookie Williams
All struggled and hustled to make their millions
They got luck cuz 99% of criminals and trappers
End up in jail or dead and don’t become rappers
I was a smart kid makin’ honor roll
Five years later I’m on parole, a habitual criminal
A convicted felon, my fates probably hellish
But if I could save one kid from going through what I have
And help him find a life that ain’t half-bad
Then that just might be the best feeling I ever had

- AK



Very unpredictable, but beautiful to know.

Crazy, beautiful, unknown to the invisible.

                                                            -kb

KID



Dear Reader . . .

I don’t have any secrets to tell!

Sometimes I believe I traded my aunt’s life for my
     daughter’s.

I wish I could explain how I feel and tell her how much

               
I really love her.

I’m terrified I might drink again.
I had an eating disorder for 10 years.

I don’t ever want to come back to jail.

There was a time that I didn’t care if my mother died.

I like to shape shift

I’m scared to leave these walls…

I develop intense emotional bonds with the cars and
trucks that travel beside, behind and in front of me
on the highway. I have cried when the driver exits.

I feel better when I feel alone
because there is one out there
         that I can depend on
                     but myself.

I’m my worst enemy.



The Little Girl in the Mirror

 I was only eleven when I picked up that gun.  What was I
supposed to do?  S***, what would you have done if you walked in
the room and seen a strange man on top of your sister?  I blacked
out.  All I could hear was the sound of my sister’s voice screaming.
 “Stop.  Get off me, please!”  Tears filled my eyes.
 My heart started racing.  I was shocked as the words came
out in my mouth.  “Get off her, and I mean now!”  The strange man
turned around and as he looked at me I could see he wasn’t a
stranger at all, he was family.
 He opened his mouth just to tell me, “put the gun down and
get out.”
 I looked him in his eyes and said, “no, you get out.”  He
stood up and came right at me. Pow pow and in seconds he was on
the ground fighting for his life.  I ran into the bathroom.  I didn’t
know what to do.  I was mad and scared at the same time.  My
heart was racing.  I stood up on the bath tub to look at myself.  I
was covered in blood. I  didn’t even recognize myself.  Is that me?
It was.  The little girl in the mirror was me.  A murderer.

 - Tonjia W.

Change

  In the past years this lost little girl had to
  grow up. lookin deep inside figuring out why.
  Finding her way makin it through the pain.
  No one said it was going to be easy, nobody
  told her lies. The only lies are the ones she kept deep inside. She
  lies in bed at night.
  Tears fallin down her face to her pillow. She
  wants to give up but find her pride. Tells herself
  everything’s going to be alright. Makin it
  through the pain nobody said it was going to
  be easy to change. She tries to focus on herself but
  so many things getting in her way. Nothing said it
  would be easy to change. How? I can’t? I have to! Change its
    crazy but imma do me & show them I can change.

 - independent





About the Facilitators
Tobi Jacobi
Director, Community Literacy Center
In Her Words: We all work for social justice in different ways in our lives.  Each workshop
session I spend with the writers--free and incarcerated--reminds me of the powerful ways that
stories make space for alternative interpretations of the world.   Our stories reveal the many
complexities of who we are.  Our words can reshape how we are understood. I thank the
writers who have shared their stories this fall and who have contributed to the one I continue to
write.

Vince Darcangelo
1st year MFA student (creative writing)
LCDC Men’s Workshop
Favorite Author(s): Chuck Palahniuk, Ian McEwan, Stephen King, Irvine Welsh, Albert Camus
Favorite Short Story: Masque of the Red Death, Edgar Allan Poe. This story scared the crap out
of me when I first read it as a child, and became more endearing as I grew older and realized
that behind the ghost story was a comment on the socio-economic class divide and how death is
the great class equalizer. That's why I have the Red Death tattooed on my arm.
In His Words: My experience at LCDC has been amazing and uplifting. I've met some great,
interesting folks at every step of the process, and every week I'm blown away by the writing of
the workshop participants. It's extremely rewarding to talk about writing with these guys and
share each other's work.

Kir Jordan
Turning Point Boy’s House
Kir Jordan is a first year graduate student at CSU pursuing an MFA in Creative Writing-Poetry.
She has spent the fall working with the wonderful Zine project at the boys house at turning Point
and is interested in expanding her experiences with community literacy by facilitating writing
workshops in as many venues as possible.

Gus Mircos
2nd year MFA student (creative writing)
LCDC Men’s Workshop
Favorite Authors: Cormac McCarthy, Charles Bukowski, Raymond Carver, Charles D’Ambrosio
Favorite Short story: The Point, by Charles D’Ambrosio because of the wonderfully rendered
story of loss from a child’s perspective. This story is the most emotionally resonating and
powerful that I have ever read. The ending pulls the breath from your lungs.
In His Words:   From my time in the LCDC workshop, I have had the privilege of working with
some really wonderful writers.  The men in our workshop have been courteous, supportive,
willing to learn, and eager to be there every week. Each time I walk into our workshop, I feel
that I learn more from the men who sit across from me than they could ever hope to learn from
me. They are talent- ed and passionate writers who are willing to discuss their craft and share
their work openly. I find myself surprised and amazed by the quality of writing I encounter
each week. These men have stories, powerful ones. And they very much deserve to be heard.

Cheyenne Moore
Sociology Major / Working toward her BA
LCDC Women’s Workshop
Favorite Poem: I would say is "Two of Me" and this poem just speaks to me. There are just so
many levels in this poem that I believe and love is important to me. It's hard to explain why I
love this poem but it is the only poem I have memorized and it's been about 10 years since the
first time I read this poem.
In Her Words: Working with SpeakOut! has given me a new perspective and way of looking at
life. The women are inspiring and talented. They have taught me pain, happiness, laughter,
hope & growth. I have observed stronger, more supportive relationships among the women than
what I see outside of the LCDC. I thank all the women past, present and future for sharing their
stories and lending their voices to teach others. I wish all the women the best and I will forever
be grateful for them.



Kayla Parry
Senior, English, Literature concentration
Turning Point Girls' House
Favorite Author(s): Michael Ondaatje, David Sedaris, Will Shakespeare... to name a few.
Favorite poem or short story: Phenomenal Woman by Maya Angelou- because it is a
phenomenal poem that every woman should read.
In Her words: Getting to know the girls better with each writing group is what makes the
project so worthwhile. They learn and grow in their writing, each week expressing deeper and
more thoughtful attention to their work. I am excited for their work to be published because it is
a way in which their voices can be heard throughout the community, and there is little which
cannot be said through poetry. Some girls who had never previously written poetry are now
writing in their free time, editing poems of their friends, writing more collaborative pieces, and
sharing more frequently. They are appreciative and welcome us warmly to every group, and I
value the trust which I have hopefully, and hope to continue, to earn with each week.

Stephanie Train
2nd year MFA student (creative writing)
LCDC Women’s Workshop
Favorite Author(s):  When I was eleven, I picked up a book of short stories by Ray Bradbury
and knew, deep down, that I wanted to be a writer.  I wanted to tell stories, to change how
people looked at the world.  It’s been a long, amazing trip.  I enjoy reading genre.  Some of
my favorite authors are George R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien, and Orson Scott Card.  I’m also a
big fan of Joyce Carol Oates.
Favorite poem or short story: My favorite poem is When You Are Old by William Butler Yeats.
It was the first poem I fell in love with as a young woman learning how to write.  I think we all
long to find that “pilgrim soul” to love, and to be loved by it in return.
In Her Words: This is my second year facilitating creative writing workshops at the LCDC.  These
beautiful women are always willing to share what they write, and one by one they read their
work aloud, each piece touching on a vast array of the human experience: happiness, anger,
hope, tragedy, all of it unabashed and unrestrained.  Throughout these sessions, I have always
felt as though these women were touching some thing inside me.  I can’t explain it except other
than to say I am not only proud of these women for finding the courage to share their
experiences, but I am proud to be a woman writing with them.

Summer Whisman
1st year English Graduate Student / Rhetoric and Composition
LCDC Women’s Workshop
Favorite Author(s): John Fante, Somerset Maughm, Kurt Vonnegut, John Steinbeck, and
Haruki Murakami.
Favorite Short Story: My favorite short story is Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis. The opening line
of the story is one of the most capturing first lines ever written—“One morning when Gregor
Samsa woke from troubled dreams, he found himself transformed in his bed into a gigantic
insect.” I first read this story many years ago at a very strange, sort of transitional time in my
life. Kafka’s imaginative story was one of the first pieces of literature that spoke to me on a
personal level and made me realize how significantly literature can change one’s thinking and
understanding of not only themselves, but the world around them.
In Her Words: I realized on that very first night that the women possessed incredible insight and
passion, and just how important it was for their experiences and voices to be expressed through
their writing. I was continually reminded how wonderful they are and how lucky I was to be
able to spend my Wednesday evenings with them.  This experience has shown me that
producing powerful writing is not born in the classroom, but created by the desire to make one’s
story and voice be heard.  I feel privileged to have been able to hear everyone’s stories and
experiences. I am so proud of the women’s achievements and progress, and I hope they
continue to share their stories and make their voices heard.
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